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INTRODUCTION 

Hello & Welcome to the wonderful world of 
HODLTRUMPS! 

HODLTRUMPs is a UNIQUE new two-player NFT 
collectible card game played via telegram 
that’s based on the life of everyone’s 
favourite Counterparty cutie - HODLPET! 

Assemble your prize collection, construct a 
killer deck, win medals, devise expert 
strategies to defeat your foes and compete in 
HODLTRUMPs Tournaments to earn special 
prizes! 

To join the HODLTRUMPs community, visit the 
HODLTRUMPs Telegram Group. 

To buy HODLTRUMPs cards & ASSEMBLE A DECK,  
VISIT THE HODLTRUMPS SITE.  

To see how your collection fares, check out 
THE HODLTRUMPS LEADERBOARD. 

For news and giveaways, subscribe to the 
HODLTRUMPs Twitter: @hodltrumps 

To find out more about the hodlpet project, 
check out the hodlpet faq.  

https://t.me/hodltrumps
http://HODLPET.io/trumps
http://HODLPET.io/leaderboard
https://twitter.com/hodltrumps
http://hodlpet.io/faq


HOW TO PLAY 

Before playing, place your HODLTRUMPs 
collection, including any medals you own, in 
an XCP wallet. 

Visit the hodltrumps deckviewer (see §3 for 

more info) at hodlpet.io/deckviewer, enter 
your HODLTRUMPs wallet addy and click 
‘submit’.  

HODLTRUMPs decks consist of three different 
rare cards, three different uncommon cards, 
three different common cards and up to 
three different medals.  

Select your deck by clicking the checkboxes 
underneath the cards you want in your deck 
and hit ‘submit’.  

You should then see your deck displayed in 
four neat rows - one for your three rares, 
one for your three uncommons, one for your 
three commons, and one for your medals. 

Once you have confirmed your deck, meet your 
opponent in one of the Five Legendary 
HODLCOLISEUMS on Telegram (see §4 for more 

info).  

http://hodlpet.io/deckviewer


Then set up your desktop something like this, 
so you can see both the HODLCOLISEUM 
telegram chat & your deck in the hodltrumps 
Deckviewer:  

Now Flip a coin or enter /toss in the 
hodlcoliseum chat to decide who goes first. 
Let’s say you won the toss… 

The match has now started! During the match, 
each player must play one (and only one) flip 
card by entering /flip at the beginning of any 
turn (before any memory tokens have been 
played).  

The flip card inverts all stats (pluses become 
minuses and vice versa) until the game 
becomes unflipped again with the second flip 
card.  



There must be at least two duels between the 
two flip cards. For more info on the flip card, 
see §6.  

HODLTRUMPs matches consist of nine turns, 
during which you will play each of the nine 
memory tokens in your deck. 

Choose the memory token you want to duel 
for the turn by entering the /mem command + 
the card’s title into the HODLCOLISEUM chat, 
then wait for your opponent to do the same.  

Once you have played a memory token, click it 
on the deckviewer to black it out, so you can 
remember which cards you have played so far.  

you may now activate one of your three 
powers using the /power command + the power 
name and follow any special instructions. For 
more info on powers, see §7. 

Now decide whether to boost any of your 
duelling card’s stats using any medal bonuses 
you have, by using /med + the medal title. For 
more info on medals, see §8.  

Once you are happy with your powers and 
medal boosts, Your opponent may now respond 
by activating any of their powers or playing 
any of their medals in response to the powers 
and medals you have played.  



You may then decide whether you would like 
to further activate any powers or play any 
medals in response to your opponent’s powers 
and medals, and so on, until neither player 
wants to activate any more powers or play 
any more medals. 

Once both players are happy with their 
powers and medals, it’s time to duel!  

Use the /roll command to select a random 
stat (one of Feels (F), Dank (D), IQ (I) and Karma 
(K)) to duel. 

Whichever player’s card has the highest 
number for the stat chosen by the bot (after 
flips, medal bonuses and powers are accounted 
for) wins the turn and scores one point!  

If it is a draw for the chosen stat, roll again 
until someone wins the turn! 

Play eight more turns in this manner until 
nine turns (and all memory tokens) have been 
played, alternating who goes first each turn.  
Whoever has the highest score after nine 
turns wins the match!  

N.B. You cannot play the same memory tokens 
against each other during a turn, and can use 
each of your memory tokens and powers once 
only (some medals can be used more than once 
per match).  



In the rare situation that both players are 
left with the same card at the final turn, 
both players type /mem with no title to select 
a random memory token from the entire 
hodltrumps collection and duel the resulting 
random cards against each other!  

Finally, if a stat boost will make both of your 
cards have exactly the same values for all 
four stats, you cannot use that stat boost 
( you cannot duel cards with equal stats 
against each other). 

You may find it useful to have a pen and paper 
handy to keep track of which powers you have 
activated, the score, and the way your boosts 
have affected your card’s stats during a turn. 

Have fun! 



The deckviewer 

USE THE HODLTRUMPS DECKVIEWER TO ASSEMBLE 
YOUR DECK AND KEEP TRACK OF YOUR MATCH. 

FIRST OFF VISIT HODLPET.IO/DECKVIEWER. 

Next, enter the xcp address containing your 
hodltrumps collection in the ‘deck wallet’ box 
and hit submit. 

You will now be able to choose your deck 
from your entire collection! 

Choose three different rare cards (these have 
rainbow borders), three different uncommon 
cards (these have silver borders), three 
different common cards (these have black 
borders) & up to three different medals (these 
don’t flash & are either diamond blue, gold, 
silver or bronze) to assemble your deck - 
decks contain a maximum of twelve cards.  

Use the checkbox below the cards to choose a 
card for your deck. Once you’re happy with 
your deck, hit submit.  

http://hodlpet.io/deckviewer


You will then be able to see your deck in four 
neat rows - one for your rare cards, one for 
your uncommon cards, one for your common 
cards and one for your medals. Here’s an 
example: 



You can play each card in your deck once 
(except for medals, which can sometimes be 
played more than once).  

Once you have played a card, you can click it 
on the deckviewer to black it out so you can 
keep track of the cards you’ve yet to play: 



THE FIVE LEGENDARY 
HODLCOLISEUMS 

The Five Legendary HODLCOLISEUMs are public 
Telegram groups containing the HODLTRUMPs 
bot where players can play HODLTRUMPs 
matches. Meet an opponent in one at any time 
and use the HODLTRUMPs bot to play.  

The five legendary hodlcoliseums are as 
follows (click to access): 

 
Pepecobbee’s grotto 

Pinkshit’s disco 

 
Mario’s sewer 

 
Snek’s jungle 

Broom’s cupboard 

https://t.me/PEPECOBBEESGROTTO
https://t.me/PINKSHITSDISCO
https://t.me/MARIOSSEWER
https://t.me/SNEKSJUNGLE
https://t.me/BROOMSCUPBOARD


Once you’ve built your deck using the 
DeckViewer and entered a HODLCOLISEUM with 
an opponent, we suggest you arrange your 
desktop in the following manner to make 
HODLTRUMPs easy to play, with both the deck 
viewer and the HODLCOLISEUM visible side-by-
side: 



THE HODLPET BOT 
Once you have assembled your deck on the 
deckviewer, and have entered a HODLCOLISEUM 
with an opponent, you are ready to play using 
the HODLPET bot. Use the following commands 
to play your match: 

/toss — tosses a coin to see who plays first 

/flip — displays the flip card. Each player must 

play one and only one flip card per match at 
the beginning of any turn. Once a flip card is 
played, all stats are inverted (pluses become 
minuses and minuses become pluses) until the 
second flip card is played. There must be at 
least two duels between flip cards. 

/mem + memory token title — will display a 

chosen memory token (e.g. “/mem SHROOM” will 
display SHROOM) 

/power + power title — activates a chosen 

power (e.g. “/mem EARLY” will activate the EARLY 
power) 

/med + medal title — displays a chosen medal 

(e.g. “/med GAMBLER” will display the GAMBLER 
medal) 

/roll — displays a random stat, one of FEELS, 

DANK, IQ and KARMA. Use this command to duel!  



The above 6 commands are the main commands 
used to play HODLTRUMPs matches. However, 
other HODLPET bot commands may be needed in 
special circumstances.  

For example, the “EARLY” power states that 
players display the lowest supply HODLDROP or 
HODLCOMMON card they own (see: hodlpet.io/
drops) using the /common or /drop commands.  

Some powers and medals may also require you 
to see what HODLPET is up to using the /hodl 
command.  

You can see the full list of additional 
commands by typing /help at any time. 

http://hodlpet.io/drops
http://hodlpet.io/drops


CARD GUIDE 
A. MEMORY TOKENS 

The core component of your HODLTRUMPs deck 
are Memory Tokens - these all correspond to 
an event in HODLPET’s life. 

Each HODLTRUMPs deck consists of three 
different rare memory tokens (which have 
rainbow borders), three different uncommon 
memory tokens (which have silver borders) and 
three different common memory tokens 
(which have black borders). Each of the nine 
memory tokens in your deck are played once 
per match. 

Each Memory Token has four stats: Feels (F), 
Dank (D), IQ (I) and Karma (K), which determine 
how strong the card is.  

Rar e Tokens tend to be better tha n 
uncommons and uncommons tend to be better 
than commons.  

For example, the Rare Memory Token SHROOM 
has a dank stat of ‘+10%, whereas the common 
memory token BROOM has a dank stat of ‘0’. If 
the DANK stat is selected using the /roll 
command when SHROOM and BROOM are pitted 
against each other in a DUEL, SHROOM would 
therefore win the round.  



Rare Memory tokens also have ‘powers’. Which 
Rare Memory Tokens you include in your deck 
will determine which powers you will able to 
use in the game. For more info on powers, see 
§7. 

In addition to the 29 numbered Memory Tokens 
which comprise Set One, there are also a 
number of promos which are released to mark 
various HODLTRUMPs milestones. Check them 
out here: hodltrumps.io/trumps 

http://hodltrumps.io/trumps


MEMORY TOKEN CARD MAP 



B. MEDALS 

In addition to the nine Memory Tokens you use 
to create a deck, you may also supplement 
your deck with up to three different Medals 
(for a total of twelve cards per deck).  

Medals are awarded to players for achieving 
different goals. For example, DECKBUILDER is 
awarded to the first 50 people to create a 
HODLTRUMPs deck, HATTRICK is awarded to the 
first ten people to win three HODLTRUMPs 
matches in a row, and CHAMPION is awarded to 
t h e w i n n e r o f t h e f ir s t H O D LTR U M Ps 
tournament! 

Medals come in four kinds: Diamond (which 
have a supply of 1-5), gold (which have a supply 
of 6-49), silver (which have a supply of 50-99) 
and bronze (which have a supply of 100-150). The 
smaller the supply, the harder the challenge 
to win the medal and the better the bonus 
the medal gives to your deck! 
 

 



Medals confer very different bonuses from 
one another. Some may be used just once, 
whereas others may be used multiple times. 
Consult the relevant medal to see what the 
bonus is and how it can be played.  

Usually, a medal can only be played during the 
“powers & medals” stage of a turn, but 
sometimes a medal may stipulate that it can be 
used at any time. You can play as many of your 
three medals as you like during a turn, but 
you may not play the same medal twice during 
the same turn.  

Some medals have effects which may combine 
with other cards. For example, the EATER 
medal is able to boost cards which depict 
something HODLPET ate. So if you use this 
medal, be sure to stack your deck with things 
HODLPET ate!  

If you believe you have achieved the goal for 
winning a certain medal, remember to DM 
Hodlbreeder (@HODLBREEDER) on Telegram to 
receive your award! If a medal runs out 
before you do so, unfortunately there’s 
nothing we can do, so remember to DM us! 

For more information on specific medals, 
consult the set one medal list (§9). 



Medal CARD MAP 



c. The flip card 

The Flip card represents a crucial game 
mechanic for all HODLTRUMPs matches! Unlike 
Memory Tokens and medals, the flip card is 
not bought or won. Instead, each player must 
play one (and only one) flip card during every 
match, using the /flip command.  

Either player may play their flip card at the 
beginning of any turn, but before the first 
memory token for the turn is played. Once the 
first flip card is played, a minimum of two 
duels must take place before the second 
player can play their flip card. 



Once the first flip card is played, the game is 
flipped, meaning that the stats for all 
memory tokens played after the flip card are 
inverted, i.e. all negative stats become 
positive stats and vice versa. Any additional 
boosts from medals or powers are applied 
after the flip is accounted for. For example, 
take the card VOMIT below: 

If VOMIT is played while the game is not 
flipped, it has the stats F:-20%, D:-15%, I:-1, K:-3 - 
making it very weak during unflipped play. 
However, if a player flips the game with a flip 
card and then plays VOMIT, it has the inverted 
stats F:+20%, D:+15%, I:+1, K: +3, making it one of 
the strongest cards in the game during 
flipped play!  



If the player wants to further boost these 
stats using a power or a medal, the boosts are 
added to the inverted stats. For example, an 
IQ boost of +1 would increase vomit’s flipped 
IQ stat +1 to +2. 

If no one has played a flip card by the 
beginning of turn 7, the game is automatically 
flipped for the final THREE turns (7, 8 & 9).  

N.B. For each HODLTRUMPs match, a minimum of 
two duels will happen while the game is 
flipped. This means you need to make sure you 
have at least two cards with decent negative 
stats in your deck to maximize your chances of 
success.  



POWERS 

Powers are a crucial part of HODLTRUMPs 
strategy, adding special rules and features to 
your matches to give your deck an edge. 

Each HODLTRUMPs match, players may activate 
up to three powers. Which three powers they 
may use are determined by the rare cards 
they have in their deck.  

The name of a rare card’s power is written 
underneath its title (see the Memory Token 
Card Map at §6.c Above).  

You may activate as many of your powers as 
you like during a turn.  

For example, if your deck’s rare cards are 
SHROOM, PEPECOBBEE and CLYDE, the powers you 
may activate during the match are EARLY, 
COBBEECAT and WEAKEN. 

Use /power + power title to activate one of 
your powers.  

Crucially, you do not need to activate a rare 
card’s power when you play that card. you may 
activate it during any turn in the “powers  &  
medals” stage of the turn (provided you have 
not activated it already).  



Each power has a different effect. Some 
powers may just affect one turn, others may 
combine with other cards in your deck to 
power up your cards.  

For example, MILESTONE! (which is TWOFIDDY’s 
power) may be used to boost any card in your 
deck that depicts a milestone (e.g. TWOHUNDY 
or TWOFIDDY).  

Think carefully about which powers will make 
your deck most effective! 

Consult the Powers List on the next page to 
see all thirteen of the set one powers and 
their effects.  



SET ONE POWERS LIST 
1. EARLY! - When EARLY is activated, players must show 
the lowest issuance HODLDROP or HODLCOMMON they 
own using the /drop or /common commands. Whoever’s 
has the lowest supply gains an extra point if they 
win this turn! 

2. COBBEECAT! - When COBBEECAT is activated, the 
duelling stat selected last turn is also automatically 
the duelling stat for this turn. 

3. WEAKEN! - When WEAKEN is activated, the loser of 
the turn’s stats are all reduced by -5%/-1 next turn. 

4. FORESIGHT! - When FORESIGHT is activated, your 
opponent must warn you exactly one turn in advance 
before they use their flip card. If they forget to do 
this, deduct 2 points from their score. 

5. NU-UH! - When NU-UH is activated, all active powers 
are deactivated. 

6. SWITCH! - When SWITCH is activated, you may switch 
an unplayed card from your deck for a card of the 
same rarity in your graveyard. Show your opponent 
which card you have retrieved. Powers are not 
switched. 

7. GROWTH! - When GROWTH is activated, the winner of 
this turn’s stats are all strengthened by +5%/+1 next 
turn. 

8. NOMNOM! - When NOMNOM is activated, if you just 
played a card depicting something HODLPET ate or 
drank, immediately /roll. The chosen stat is boosted 
by +10%/+2 for the card for this turn. Do the same 
each time you play a card depicting something 
HODLPET ate for the remainder of the match (unless 
NOMNOM becomes deactivated by another power). 



9. WAGMI! - When WAGMI is activated, your powers 
(except this one) are refreshed, meaning they can be 
used again. 

10. FEELSBADMAN! - When FEELSBADMAN is activated, 
while the game is flipped, your opponent must /roll 
each time they play a duelling card. The card is then 
weakened by -5%/-1 for the selected stat for the turn. 
If the game was flipped this turn, your opponent 
should roll now to see which stat is weakened. 

11. DOUBLEVISION! - When DOUBLEVISION is activated, if 
you played a common card this turn, now play a 
second common card. After the duel stat is rolled, 
you may choose which of the two commons you played 
is the one you want to partake in the duel. 

12. SHUTDOWN! - When SHUTDOWN is activated, the turn 
immediately ends and no points are scored for the 
turn. All powers are deactivated. Both duelling cards 
played this turn go to their owners’ graveyards. 

13. MILESTONE! - When MILESTONE is activated, if you 
just played a card that depicts a milestone, you may 
boost a chosen stat by +10%/+2. The same is true for 
any future milestone cards you play during the 
match while this power is active! 



SET ONE medalS LIST 
There are 31 set one medals, as follows. If you believe 
you are eligi ble for a medal , you MUST DM 
HODLBREEDER on Telegram (@HODLBREEDER) to claim 
your prize before the medal runs out! 

1. GAMBLER 
How to Win: Build a HODLTRUMPs deck before the end 
of August 2022. 
Supply: 21 
Effect: Once per match, play GAMBLER to boost the 
stat of a memory token released in Aug ’22 (Memory 
Tokens 1-11, plus launch and onefiddy promos) by +10%/+2 
for all stats. 

2. DECKBUILDER 
How to Win: Assemble a HODLTRUMPs deck! 
Supply: 50 
Effect: Play DECKBUILDER each time you play an 
uncommon card to boost one stat of your choice by 
+5%/+1. 

3. PLAYTESTER 
How to Win: Become a HODLTRUMPs Playtester!  
Supply: 20 
Effect: Play PLAYTESTER once per match to boost the 
IQ stat of a duelling card by +2. 

4. FRENMAKER 
How to Win: Persuade a friend who hasn’t already 
completed a deck to complete a HODLTRUMPs deck and 
play a match with them. 
Supply: 50 
Effect: Each time you play a duelling card that 
depicts a friend of hodlpet (for set one these are 
PINKSH IT, BR O O M , PE PEC O B BEE , MAR I O, PART Y, 
MARIOSHROOM & BATHTIME), immediately play FRENMAKER 
and roll. The chosen stat is boosted by +10%/+2. 



5. COLISEUM 
How to Win: Simply play a HODLTRUMPs match in one of 
the five HODLCOLISEUMS! 
Supply: 150 
Effect: Play this medal at anytime (once per match)  
to invert the stats of your next memory token 
(positive stats become negative and vice versa). The 
inversion is applied before flipping, powers or other 
medal boosts. 

6. TRADER 
How to Win: Trade a HODLTRUMPs card with another 
player! 
Supply: 150 
Effect: Play this medal at anytime (once per match). 
When you do, you may swap one of your unplayed 
common cards for a common card in your graveyard. 
Show your opponent which card you have retrieved. 

7. HATTRICK 
How to Win: Win three HODLTRUMPs matches in a row! 
Supply: 10 
Effect: You may play HATTRICK four times per match. 
Each time you do, roll twice. If you roll the same stat 
each time, your memory token for the turn is boosted 
by +25%/+5 for all stats. 

8. ROLLER 
How to Win: Win ten HODLTRUMPs matches in a row! 
Supply: 1 
Effect: Having this medal in your deck allows you to 
use one of your powers (any you choose) twice in your 
matches.  

9. SLEEPER 
How to Win: Play a HODLTRUMPs match while HODLPET is 
sleeping! 
Supply: 60 



Effect: PLAY SLEEPER WHENEVER YOU PLAY A CARD 
DEPICTING SOMETHING THAT CAN SLEEP (ANYTHING WITH 
EYES) TO BOOST A CHOSEN STAT BY +5%/+1.  

10. EATER 
How to Win: Play a HODLTRUMPs match while HODLPET is 
eating! 
Supply: 60 
Effect: Each time you play a card depicting something 
HODLPET ate (for set one these are SHROOM, 
PEPECOBBEE, SPICEMELANGE, RAMEN, MARIOSHROOM, 
PUNCHANDPIE, BURGER, CANDYCANE & TOTER), play this 
medal then roll. the rolled stat is boosted by +5%/+1. 

11. REFEREE 
How to Win: Become a HODLTRUMPs referee! 
Supply: 5 
Effect: Play REFEREE to boost your memory token’s IQ 
stat by +3. (Twice per match) 

12. LEARNER 
How to Win: learn how to play HODLTRUMPs! 
Supply: 150 
Effect: Play this medal to boost your duelling card 
by +5%/+1 for a chosen stat. (Once per match) 

13. GIVER 
How to Win: Give HODLPET a gift that appears in 
HODLPET’s world! 
Supply: 100 
Effect: Play this medal whenever you play a card 
with a name on it (in the bottom left corner) to 
boost it by +5%/+1 for a chosen stat! 

14. LOSER 
How to Win: Lose three HODLTRUMPs matches in a row! 
No purposefully losing though! 
Supply: 10 
Effect: Play Loser to re-roll the duelling stat for 
the turn if you were going to lose! (Once per match) 

15. ARTISTE 
How to Win: Make a HODLCOMMON! 



Supply: 99 
Effect: If your HODLCOMMON has a lower supply than 
any HODLCOMMON made by your opponent (or they 
haven’t made any) then play this medal to win an 
extra point if you win the turn. (Once per match) 

16. SELLOUT 
How to Win: Clear out a HODLTRUMPs or hodlpet 
dispenser! 
Supply: 99 
Effect: This medal boosts any memory tokens that 
are currently not for sale on any xcp dispenser by 
+5%/+1 for all stats. 

17. STAKER 
How to Win: Play a HODLTRUMPs match for BTC! 
(Minimum stake 0.0005) 
Supply: 40 
Effect: When you play staker, guess the duelling stat 
for the turn. If you are correct, your next duelling 
card is boosted by +10%/+2 for all stats! (Four times 
per match) 

18. TRUMPHUSTLER 
How to Win: Play a HODLTRUMPs match for HODLTRUMPs 
cards! 
Supply: 40 
Effect: When you play TRUMPHUSTLER, guess the 
duelling stat for the turn. If you are correct, the 
winner of the turn is the loser and the loser is the 
winner! (Thrice per match)  

19. PESSIMIST 
How to Win: Win a match using a deck consisting 
mostly of negative stats. This means that at least 19 
of the 36 stat values in your deck must be negative 
stats.  
Supply: 1 
Effect: Play this card to increase the minimum 
number of duels between flip cards from two to 
four.  



20. CLOUDNINE 
How to Win: Win a HODLTRUMPs match 9-0! 
Supply: 1 
Effect: This medal boosts any memory token with a 
number that is a multiple of 9 (for set one these are 
HODLTUNE, BURGER and SPLIFF) by +10%/+2 for all stats! 
Use this medal any time you play a memory token with 
a number that is a multiple of 9.  

21. GOLDMEDAL 
How to Win: Have the most HODLTRUMPs cards at the 
end of June ’23! 
Supply: 1 
Effect: This medal boosts the boosts of your other 
two medals by +15%/+3. 

22. SILVERMEDAL 
How to Win: Have the second most HODLTRUMPs cards 
at the end of June ’23! 
Supply: 1 
Effect: This medal boosts the boosts of your other 
two medals by +10%/+2. 

23. BRONZEMEDAL 
How to Win: Have the third most HODLTRUMPs cards at 
the end of June ’23! 
Supply: 1 
Effect: This medal boosts the boosts of your other 
two medals by +5%/+1. 

24. COLLECTOR 
How to Win: Collect all 29 set one memory tokens! 
Supply: 99 
Effect: Play this medal to boost a rare card by +10%/+2 
for all stats! 

25. ENTRANT 
How to Win: Enter the first ever HODLTRUMPs world 
championships! 
Supply: 32 
Effect: Boost a chosen stat by +5%/+1. (once per match) 

26. QUARTERFINALIST 



How to Win: Become a quarterfinalist in the first 
HODLTRUMPs world championships! 
Supply: 8 
Effect: Boost a chosen stat by +10%/+2. (once per match) 

27. SEMIFINALIST 
How to Win: Become a semifinalist in the first 
HODLTRUMPs world championships! 
Supply: 4 
Effect: Boost a chosen stat by +10%/+2. (twice per 
match) 

28. RUNNERUP 
How to Win: Come second in the first HODLTRUMPs 
world championships! 
Supply: 1 
Effect: Play RUNNERUP to boost your duelling card by 
+10%/+2 for all stats! (once per match) 

29. CHAMPION 
How to Win: Win the first HODLTRUMPs world 
championships! 
Supply: 1 
Effect: Play CHAMPION to boost your duelling card by 
+10%/+2 for all stats! (Twice per match) 

30. PEPETROPHY 
How to Win: Win the first HODLTRUMPs world 
championships! 
Supply: 1 
Effect: Use Pepetrophy to boost your duelling card’s 
stats by +15%/+3 for all stats - thrice per match! If you 
beat the owner of pepetrophy while they have 
pepetroph y in their deck, the y must send you 
pepetrophy. Pepetrophy is banned from tournament 
play. 

31. BIDDER 
How to Win: Place one of the top ten bids in the 
auction for Nardo’s PRISMASKULL physical. 
Supply: 10 
Effect: Boost a chosen stat by +10%/+2! (Twice per 
match)


